**Student Learning Targets:** ESL Level One

By the end of this level, I will be able to:

- Achieve a score of 200 on CASAS Reading and/or Listening Tests
- Say, point to, write, and sequence upper and lower case letters
- Read and say one syllable words
- Say, point to, write, and sequence numbers from 0-1000
- Tell time to the hour, quarter hour, half hour, three-quarter hour, a.m., p.m. on digital and analog clocks
- Understand vocabulary related to time such as appointment, schedule, yesterday, today, tomorrow, morning, afternoon, evening, and night
- Identify denominations of U.S. A. money
- Count assorted bills and coins up to $20
- Read a price
- Read common measurements such as oz., lb., ft., in., c., etc.
- Read simple graphs, charts, schedules, and picture dictionaries
- Use computer programs to learn English
- Use the mouse and keyboard
- Read, say, and sequence the days of the week and the months of the year as well as use a calendar
- Write and say basic personal information such as first and last name, address, zip code, phone number, social security number and date of birth
- Fill out simple forms with the above information plus signature
- Use and respond to simple greetings such as “How are you, See you tomorrow, Goodbye, and Have a nice weekend”
- Use and respond to common phrases such as “What’s your name? Where are you from? and How long have you been here”
- Use and respond to simple etiquette such as “Please, Thank you, Excuse me, Please repeat, I don’t understand, You’re welcome, and I’m sorry.”
- Express a basic need, opinion, or desire
- Participate in classroom routines and procedures
- Read and write basic vocabulary related to classroom themes
- Read simple texts related to classroom themes
- Ask and answer simple questions related to the classroom themes

*Note: Completion of this checklist does not guarantee student readiness for the next level. Final instructor approval is required.*